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 Action Request 
Transmittal 

Office of Self Sufficiency Programs 
 

Belit Burke, SNAP and Youth Services Programs 
Manager 

 
Number: SS-AR-15-019 

Authorized signature  Issue date: 12/15/2015 
 
Topic: Food Benefits Due date: 12/15/2015 
 
Subject: SNAP Turbo Tax Applications 
 
Applies to (check all that apply): 

 All DHS employees  County Mental Health Directors 
 Area Agencies on Aging  Health Services 
 Aging and People with Disabilities   Office of Developmental 

Disabilities Services(ODDS)  Self Sufficiency Programs 
 County DD Program Managers  ODDS Children’s Intensive  

In Home Services  ODDS Children’s  
Residential Services 

 

 Stabilization and Crisis Unit (SACU) 
 Child Welfare Programs  Other (please specify):       

 
 
ACTION REQUIRED: 
 
Background: 
In January 2015, DHS began to receive SNAP applications via Turbo Tax. Customers 
were offered the opportunity to apply for benefits through Turbo Tax. This same 
service is being offered again this year by Turbo Tax and DHS offices will begin to see 
SNAP applications in the EDMS SNAP Folder queue. 
 
How branches will receive the applications: 
Applications will be distributed to AAA/APD/SSP branches by zip code.  

Branches need to start checking their EDMS SNAP Folder queue to identify when 

applications need to be reviewed.  

All AAA/APD/SSP branches have access to view documents in EDMS. If it is 

determined that an application should be processed by another branch, send an 

email to the receiving branch using the case transfer mailbox to let the appropriate 

branch know the application to be processed is available in the EDMS SNAP Folder.  
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If the receiving branch has not been notified of the application to be processed within 

two (2) business days of the scan date, the transferring branch should process the 

application first and then transfer the case appropriately. 

When an application is received by a branch office that will not carry the case, 
follow the regular Case Transfer procedure, except do not shuttle or mail the customer 
documentation. Instead, send an email to the receiving branch’s case transfer mailbox 
indicating that the customer documentation is in the EDMS and that no paper file will 
be mailed. Be sure to narrate the transfer action and that the customer documentation 
is available in EDMS.  
 
Process for acting on applications: 
The applications are not complete due to the limited information being pre-filled by 
Turbo Tax into the DHS 415F application for services. The customer does not see the 
actual form they are completing, so the application will need to be reviewed during the 
interview. 
 
Review the application to determine if the household is already receiving SNAP 
benefits or if this is a new application.  
 
New applications: If the household is new and not currently receiving SNAP benefits, 
you would process the application in the same way as any new request for benefits.  

 Screen the application for expedited eligibility, and schedule an interview for the 
customer; 

 The filing date is the date that the application was submitted to IRMS, which will 
be at the top of the application. It will be in the same line with the fax information. 

 
Applications with an ongoing case: The following examples should cover most 
application situations.  
 

If the household is currently receiving SNAP benefits and is in SRS: 

Review the application to determine if any changes that are reported need to be acted 
on. Here are situations that would require an action: 
 
1. A change that would result in increased SNAP benefits. 

2. A change that is considered verified upon receipt (See SNAP-G.10, Simplified 
Reporting System Section G). 

3. A change in household composition. 

4. Income that exceeds the countable income limit (130 percent of the Federal 
Poverty Level). 

 

http://dhsmanuals.hr.state.or.us/EligManual/06fs-g.htm#Semi
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If the household is currently receiving SNAP benefits and is in CRS: 
 
Review the application to determine if any changes that are reported need to be acted 
on. Here are situations that would require an action: 
 
1. A change in earned income of more than $100 or unearned income of more than 

$50. 

2. A change in source of income. 

3. A change in household composition. 

4. A change in residence and the shelter costs. 

5. A change in the legal obligation to pay child support. 

6. A change in resources that exceeds program resource limits. 
 

If the household is currently receiving SNAP benefits and is in TBA: 
 
No review is necessary, unless this would increase their benefits. If there would be no 
increase, then the case should be left in TBA.  
 
Narration: 
For a household that is currently receiving benefits and no change is required, note this 
in TRACS or ACCESS. 
 
No notification is required to the household if there will not be a change in benefits, but 
still put in narration that you reviewed the application for any changes. 
 
Scanning: 
When applicants follow up with the branch to provide verification or supporting 
documentation, scan the customer documentation into the Case Information section of 
EDMS. Scan documents following the Scanning Support Tools User Process. 
 
Note: For AAA offices that have not yet rolled out the EDMS Scanning Support 

Tools Process, customer documentation should be kept in the local office. 
 
Rights and Responsibilities: 
Individuals must receive a copy of their Rights and Responsibilities. Copies of Rights 
and Responsibilities can be distributed when customers pick up their Oregon Trail 
card, or it could be mailed to the individual. The DHS 6609 packet, which includes the 
Rights and Responsibilities, should be given to all households. 
 

https://inside.dhsoha.state.or.us/images/stories/Modernization-_BT/Scanning_Support_Tools_Process_Steps_QRG.pdf
https://aix-xweb1p.state.or.us/es_xweb/DHSforms/Served/de6609.pdf
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FSMIS coding (Household type) to track Turbo Tax applications: 
In order to track these applications we will use the Household Type TRB on all Turbo 
Tax applications. This will allow the SNAP policy unit to analyze the amount of cases 
that are generated as well as determining if they are approved or denied. 
 
Tools for Staff: 
You will find a Frequently Asked Questions document below that was developed to 
assist offices with processing these applications consistently.  
 

Field/stakeholder review:  Yes   No 

If yes, reviewed by:       

 
If you have any questions about this action request, contact: 

Contact(s): SNAP Policy 
SSP Procedure: Courtney Hill 
APD Procedure: Caryn Whatley 

Email: SNAP.policy@state.or.us 
COURTNEY.M.HILL@dhsoha.state.or.us 
Caryn.WHATLEY@dhsoha.state.or.us 

 
 

mailto:SNAP.policy@state.or.us
mailto:COURTNEY.M.HILL@dhsoha.state.or.us
mailto:Caryn.WHATLEY@dhsoha.state.or.us


Turbo Tax Application FAQ 

1. Are we to treat them as we do CAPI’s and if they are rec’d on the weekend/holiday 

to move the filing date to the next working day? 

Yes you would. Same filing date rules apply. 

 

2. SNAP case is already open. Application states there is income that exceeds the 

130 FPL for the HH size, do we send a 210A for income verification that is not on 

the work number? 

You would need to process the application just like you would any other 

report you get. So if you can see that they are potentially over the 

130 percent FPL based on the income reported, then you would need to send 

a 210A to follow up. 

 

3. SNAP case is open and on the application there is income that is under the 130 FPL 

for the HH size, do we leave it alone if we cannot verify it on the work number? 

210A?  

If the income is under the 130% - leave it alone as it is not verified upon 

receipt. 

 

4. Reports income is less than what is on FCAS. It appears that he is reporting net 

income not gross. His income can be verified upon receipt through the Work 

Number that could potentially reduce his food stamps. Do we act on it?  

Potential income under the 185 percent. Do not go in and check screens on 

cases that are already open. You are not redetermining their eligibility 

based on a new application. You are only processing it like you would a 

report of a change… is there enough information that they have provided to 

show you they are now over 130 percent, or is it something verified upon 

receipt? If not, simply narrate and take no action. 

 

5. The applications are not complete only a few questions are answered, they have 

established a filing date with address and signature. Do we print and send them 

the application to complete or if we are able to do a phone interview should we 

narrate the answer to every question and explain why it is not answered on the 

application? 

If they are not already receiving SNAP, you would treat them the same way 

you would treat an application that comes in without questions answered. If 



it has a signature, we should not be sending it back to them to fill in all of the 

answers; we should be addressing them in the interview. 

 

6. In reviewing these EDMS applications, it appears the only information that is 

marked is name, address, DOB, employer name & income this month. These 

applications do not have any other questions marked, all boxes are left blank. The 

transmittal says to process like normal & screen for expedite & schedule the 

interview. The applications appear to only establish a filing date, they are not 

complete. Since the questions on page 1 are not answered & none of the 

shelter/utilities are answered, we cannot even determine expedite. Do we simply 

pend them to complete the application and then schedule an interview? Or do we 

try to get an in office interview so they can complete the app during the interview?  

If they are not currently receiving SNAP you would need to treat them the 

same way you treat any other application you receive that has questions left 

blank. You have a filing date you need to act on, you have a signed 

application, you would need to schedule an interview and address any 

missing information during the interview. As for the expedited eligibility 

piece, do the best you can and if you cannot tell based on what you have on 

the application, you would address it in the interview and process it based 

on what you find out. 

 

7. The transmittal states that we use the date it comes in or date signed as the filing 

date, but what if page 2 is not signed? Can they sign page 2? Do we still use the 

date it was received as the filing date? 

The filing date is the date at the top of the application that it was received by 

IRMS, as long as there is a signature on the application. Some offices have 

received forms that are not signed, so for those cases we need to contact the 

customer and offer ways to establish a filing date if they want to apply for 

SNAP. The contact could be by phone or a speedy note could be sent with the 

information about how to establish a filing date and ways to access our 

applications (online, paper applications in offices etc.). 

 

8. An application was sent because the client is claiming his son on his taxes, but the 

child does not live with the dad. Without the child included dad is over income. 

Can we just narrate, or do we have to send a denial? 

These are applications for benefits so the applicant must receive a denial 

notice if they are not eligible.  

 



9. If the income listed on the application is based on W2 wages for an individual can 

we just consider the income verified? 

Since this income is not necessarily reflective of current income, we need to 

verify the most recent 30 days of income to determine SNAP eligibility. 

 

10. How often will the applications be scanned into EDMS? 

Applications should be available by 8:00 am the following day that they 

come in. Each day the office should only run the query for the previous 

business day to eliminate confusion and possibly more work later. 

 

11. How should the Voter’s Registration question be addressed? All of the applications 

are coming in with that question left blank. 

Staff will need to ask the voter registration question during the interview. 

Since the application is pre-filled we cannot count leaving the question blank 

as a declination. 

 

12. Some of these applications will be out of compliance for timeliness due to 

expedited eligibility, will we be out of compliance? 

Yes. There is not any change in how cases will be reviewed for timeliness. 

 

13. If the individual has an open case, and no changes need to be acted on do we need 

to send a denial for duplicate benefits? 

No. As long as the case is reviewed, and no changes need to be made on the 

case—just narrate no action is necessary. 

 

14. Do we need to use a specific heading when processing these application? 

It is not required to use a specific heading, but it is a good practice to identify 

what type of application is being reviewed. 

 

15. How will applications be sent to branch if EDMS isn’t yet being used by the branch 

office? 

SSP offices will receive the applications based on zip code, and will need to 

forward to the local AAA/APD office in their area if it is appropriate for the 

other office to process the application. This should follow local process and 

agreements that are in place. 

 



16. If making notes on the application due to incomplete information, should they be 

rescanned and submitted to EDMS? 

No. The narration should include the information that was gathered to make 

the eligibility determination for the case, but it is not necessary to resubmit 

through EDMS. 

 

17. Is Turbo Tax offering this assistance to every turbo tax user? 

We do not have very much information about who is being offered this 

assistance. The information that we have is that there is a program within 

Turbo Tax that individuals are offered to have their information screened 

for potential eligibility in benefit programs that may be available to them 

from their State.  

 

18. Workers have said that the area where sex, ethnicity is blank. Does this 

information need to be filled in or narrated? 

During the interview staff should ask these questions and document them in 

the system. It is not necessary to narrate this information. 

 


